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About N-Gage™ Arena
XANADU NEXT uses N-Gage™ Arena for the following features.

You are given a rank based on how quickly you can defeat bosses.
Submit your play time result after defeating bosses, then view your
ranking among other competitors.
Submit Ranking
You can submit your time result, then view your ranking among
competitors. “Main scenario” results can be submitted at any time.
But you can also submit “unlocked scenario” results at certain times
preset by the server.
Browse Ranking 
You can access the ranking results. Time Attack information
submitted from N-Gage™ units is grouped on the server according to
time period. (All & Weekly)

You can view the information using the N-Gage Arena function.

Time Attack Ranking

Time Attack Ranking

In addition to the main scenario (defeat King-Dragon), there are hidden
scenarios. The hidden scenarios are periodically unlocked by
downloading flags from the network. You can submit game results from
the unlocked scenario to the Time Attack Ranking to see how well you
are doing against others.

Scenario Unlocks
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